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Abstract—We study algorithmic problems that belong to the
complexity class of the existential theory of the reals (ER). A
problem is ER-complete if it is as hard as the problem ETR
and if it can be written as an ETR formula. Traditionally, these
problems are studied in the real RAM, a model of computation
that assumes that the storage and comparison of real-valued
numbers can be done in constant space and time, with infinite
precision. The complexity class ER is often called a real RAM
analogue of NP, since the problem ETR can be viewed as the
real-valued variant of SAT. The real RAM assumption that
we can represent and compare irrational values in constant
space and time is not very realistic. Yet this assumption is
vital, since some ER-complete problems have an “exponential bit
phenomenon” where there exists an input for the problem, such
that the witness of the solution requires geometric coordinates
which need exponential word size when represented in binary.
The problems that exhibit this phenomenon are NP-hard (since
ETR is NP-hard) but it is unknown if they lie in NP. NP
membership is often showed by using the famous Cook-Levin
theorem which states that the existence of a polynomial-time
verification algorithm for the problem witness is equivalent to
NP membership. The exponential bit phenomenon prohibits a
straightforward application of the Cook-Levin theorem.

In this paper we first present a result which we believe to be of
independent interest: we prove a real RAM analogue to the Cook-
Levin theorem which shows that ER membership is equivalent
to having a verification algorithm that runs in polynomial-time
on a real RAM. This gives an easy proof of ER-membership, as
verification algorithms on a real RAM are much more versatile
than ETR-formulas.

We use this result to construct a framework to study ER-
complete problems under smoothed analysis. We show that
for a wide class of ER-complete problems, its witness can be
represented with logarithmic input-precision by using smoothed
analysis on its real RAM verification algorithm. This shows in a
formal way that the boundary between NP and ER (formed by
inputs whose solution witness needs high input-precision) consists
of contrived input.

We apply our framework to well-studied ER-complete recog-
nition problems which have the exponential bit phenomenon
such as the recognition of realizable order types or the Steinitz
problem in fixed dimension. Interestingly our techniques also
generalize to problems with a natural notion of resource aug-
mentation (geometric packing, the art gallery problem).

Index Terms—smoothed analysis, Existential Theory of the Re-
als, real-RAM, bit-precision, resource augmentation, verification
algorithms, robust computations.

I. INTRODUCTION

The RAM is a mathematical model of a computer which em-

ulates how a computer can access and manipulate data. Within

computational geometry, algorithms are often analyzed within

the real RAM [1], [2], [3] where real values can be stored

and compared in constant space and time. By allowing these

infinite precision computations, it becomes possible to verify

geometric primitives in constant time, which simplifies the

analysis of geometric algorithms. Mairson and Stolfi [4] point

out that “without this assumption it is virtually impossible to

prove the correctness of any geometric algorithms.”

Intuitively (for a formal definition, skip ahead to the bottom

of page 2) we define the input-precision of a real RAM

algorithm A with input I as the minimal word size required

to express each input value in I , such that the algorithm

executes the same operations in the word RAM as in the

real RAM. The downside of algorithm analysis in the real

RAM is that it neglects the input-precision required by the

underlying algorithms for correct execution, although they are

very important in practice. Many algorithms, including some

verification algorithms of ∃R-complete problems, inherently

require large input-precision [1] and there are even examples

which in the worst case require a input-precision exponential

in the number of input variables in order to be correctly

executed [5], [6].

Often inputs which require exponential input-precision are

contrived and do not resemble realistic inputs. A natural way

to capture this from a theoretical perspective is smoothed

analysis, which smoothly interpolates between worst case

analysis and average case analysis [7]. Practical inputs are

constructed inherently with small amount of noise and random

perturbation. This perturbation helps to show performance

guarantees in terms of the input size and and the magni-

tude of the perturbation. By now smoothed analysis is well-

established, for instance Spielman and Teng received the Gödel

Prize for it.

We give a bird’s eye view of the paper before providing

proper definitions: we study the real RAM and its complexity

class ∃R through the lens of smoothed analysis. We start

by proving a result separate of smoothed analysis, which

we believe to be of independent interest: we show a real

RAM analogue of the famous Cook-Levin theorem as we

prove that ∃R membership is equivalent to the existence of
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Fig. 1. The dominant model in computational geometry is the real RAM. It consists of a central processing unit, which can operate on real and word registers
in constant time, following a set of instructions.

a verification algorithm that runs in polynomial-time on a real

RAM. We then use the existence of this verification algorithm

to construct a framework with which smoothed analysis can

be applied to a wide class of ∃R-complete problems. We show

that ∃R-complete recognition problems, with a verification

algorithm in the real RAM that has polynomially bounded

arithmetic degree, have witnesses that can be represented

with a logarithmic word size under smoothed analysis. This

implies that these problems have polynomial-time verification

algorithms on the word RAM that succeed for all but a small

set of contrived inputs. Finally, we extend our framework to

include ∃R-complete problems that have a natural notion of

resource augmentation. This generalizes an earlier result of

smoothed analysis of the Art Gallery problem [8].

RAM computations: The Random Access Machine

(RAM) is a model of computation for the standard computer

architecture. The precise definition of the RAM varies, but

at its core the RAM has a number of registers and a cen-
tral processing unit (CPU), which can perform operations

on register values like reading, writing, comparisons, and

arithmetic operations. The canonical model of computation

within computer science is the word RAM, a variation on the

RAM formalized by Hagerup [9] but previously considered by

Fredman and Willard [10], [11] and even earlier by Kirkpatrick

and Reisch [12]. The word RAM models two crucial aspects

of real-life computing: (1) computers must store values with

finite precision and (2) computers take more time to perform

computations if the input of the computation is longer. Specif-

ically, the word RAM supports constant-time operations on

w-bit integers, where the word size w is a model parameter.

Many portions of the algorithms community (either ex-

plicitly or implicitly) use a different variation of the RAM

called the real RAM, where registers may contain arbitrary

real numbers, instead of just integers; The usage of the real

RAM is prevalent in the field of computational geometry

but also in probabilistic algorithm analysis where one wants

to reason about continuous perturbations of the input. The

abstraction offered by the real RAM dramatically simplifies

the design and analysis of algorithms, at the cost of working in

an physically unrealistic model. Implementations of real RAM

algorithms using finite-precision data types are prone to errors,

not only because the output becomes imprecise, but because

rounding errors can lead the algorithm into inconsistent states.

Kettner [13] provides an overview of complications that arise

from the unrealistic precision that the real RAM assumes.

Formally modeling real RAM algorithms: The real RAM

has been the standard underlying model of computation in

computational geometry since the field was founded in the late

1970s [14], [15]. Despite its ubiquity, we are unaware of any
published definition of the model that is simultaneously precise

enough to support our results and broad enough to encompass

most algorithms in the algorithm analysis literature. The

obvious candidate for such a definition is the real-computation

model proposed by Blum, Shub, and Smale [16], [17]; how-

ever, this model does not support the integer operations

necessary to implement even simple algorithms: even though

the real RAM is often presented, either formally or intuitively,

as a random access machine that stores and manipulates only

exact real numbers, countless algorithms in this model require

decisions based on both exact real and finite precision integer

values. Consider the following example: given an array of n
real values as input, compute their sum. Any algorithm that

computes this sum must store and manipulate real numbers;

however, the most straightforward algorithm also requires

indirect memory access through an integer array index. More

complex examples include call stack maintenance, discrete

symbol manipulation, and multidimensional array indexing

and program slicing.

On the other hand, real and integer operations must be com-

bined with care to avoid unreasonable discrete computation

power. A model that supports both exact constant-time real

arithmetic and constant-time conversion between real numbers

and integers, for example using the floor function, would

also trivially support arbitrary-precision constant-time integer
arithmetic. (To multiply two integers, cast them both to reals,

multiply them, and cast the result back to an integer.) Including

such constant-time operations allows any problem in PSPACE

to be solved in polynomial-time [18]; see also [12], [19], [20],

[21] for similar results.

To accommodate this mixture of real and integer operations,

and to avoid complexity pitfalls, we define the real RAM as

an extension of the standard integer word RAM [9] (refer

to Figure 1). We define the real RAM in terms of a fixed

parameter w, called the word size. A word is an integer

between 0 and 2w − 1, represented as a sequence of w bits.

Mirroring standard definitions for the word RAM, memory

consists of two random access arrays W [0 .. 2w − 1] and

R[0 .. 2w−1], whose elements we call registers. Both of these

arrays are indexed/addressed by words; for any word i, register

W [i] is a word and register R[i] is an exact real number.
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Fig. 2. The x-axis symbolizes all inputs. The red line indicates the worse case cost, the blue line average cost and the green line the cost under smoothed
analysis.

A program on the real RAM consists of a fixed, finite

indexed sequence of read-only instructions. The machine

maintains an integer program counter, which is initially equal

to 1. At each time step, the machine executes the instruc-

tion indicated by the program counter. The goto instruction

modifies the program counter directly; the halt and accept
and reject instructions halt execution otherwise, the program

counter increases by 1 after each instruction is executed.

The input to a real RAM program consists of a pair of

vectors (a, b) ∈ Rn × Zm, for some integers n and m,

which are suitably encoded into the corresponding memory

arrays before the program begins.1 To maintain uniformity, we

require that neither the input sizes n and m nor the word size

w is known to any program at “compile time”. The output of a

real RAM program consists of the contents of memory when

the program executes the halt instruction. The running time of

a real RAM program is the number of instructions executed

before the program halts; each instruction requires one time

step by definition. Refer to the full version [22] for a table

of the operations and further explanation of the real RAM.

Crucially, we consider the real RAM without trigonometric,

exponential and logarithmic operations or the square root

operator.

Formally defining bit-precision and input-precision: We

say two inputs I = (a, b) ∈ Rn×Zm and I ′ = (a′, b) ∈ Rn×
Zm are equivalent with respect to an algorithm A on a real

RAM, (I ∼=A I ′) if every comparison operation gives the same

result. In particular, this implies that at every step the program

counter is at the same position. For each integer z ∈ Z, we

denote by bit(z) the length of its binary representation, i.e.,

�log2 |z|� + 1. For each rational number y = p/q ∈ Q, we

denote by bit(y) := bit(p)+bit(q) the length of its binary

representation.

First we consider I = (a, b) ∈ Qn × Zm as input

for a real RAM algorithm A. We denote by bitIN(I) =
maxi max{bit(ai),bit(bi)} the input bit-length of I . We

denote C(I) as the set of all values of all registers during the

execution of A with I , and by bit(C(I)) = max
c∈C(I)

{bit(c)}
as the execution bit-length of I .

1Following standard practice, we implicitly assume throughout the paper
that the integers in the input vector b are actually w-bit words; for problems
involving larger integers, we take m to be the number of words required to
encode the integer part of the input.

Now, we are ready to define the bit-precision and input-

precision of real input. The bit-precision of A with input

I = (a, b) ∈ Rn × Zm is:

bit(I, A) := min{bit(C(I ′)) | I ′ ∈ Qn × Zm, I ∼=A I ′ }.
In the same manner, the input-precision is defined as :

bitIN(I, A) := min{bitIN(I ′) | I ′ ∈ Qn × Zm, I ∼=A I ′ }.
If there is no equivalent input I ′ = (a, b) ∈ Qn×Zm, then we

say bit(I, A) = bitIN(I, A) =∞. It is now straightforward

to simulate an execution of a real RAM algorithm A on input

I = (a, b) ∈ Rn × Zm on a word RAM with word size w =
O(bit(I, A)).

Arithmetic degree: Liotta, Preparata and Tamassia [23]

studied the required bit-precision for real RAM proximity

algorithms. To aid their analysis, they defined the arithmetic
degree of an algorithm. We express their definition in our

real RAM model and add the notion of algebraic dimension

for our later analysis. It follows from our definition of real

RAM in [22] that at all times during the computation, a real

register holds a value which can be described as the quotient

of two polynomials p
q of the real input values a. Observe

that adding, subtracting, or multiplying two rational functions

yields another rational function, possibly of higher degree; for

example, p1

q1
+ p2

q2
= p1q2+p2q1

q1q2
. We say an algorithm A has

arithmetic degree Δ, if p and q always have total degree at

most Δ. Similarly, A has algebraic dimension d, if the number

of variables in p and q are always at most d. Bounded algebraic

dimension and arithmetic degree give an interesting relation

between the input-precision and the bit-precision:

Lemma I.1. Let I ∈ (a, b) ∈ Rn × Zm be some input and
A be a real RAM algorithm with bitIN(I, P ) = p, algebraic
dimension d and arithmetic degree Δ. Then its bit-precision
is upper bounded by O(pΔ2 log d).

Proof. If we multiply Δ numbers of bit-length p, the total

bit-length is at most Δp. If we sum t numbers of bit-length

p, the total bit-length is at most O(p log t). In a polynomial

in d variables, we have at most O(dΔ) monomials. Thus

the bit-precision is upper bounded by O(log(dΔ)Δp) =
O(pΔ2 log d).

This allows us to only focus on input-precision in our

smoothed analysis which we explain next:
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Fig. 3. Given two simple closed curves in the plane it is straightforward to design an algorithm that checks if the two curves are equivalent. But it is not
straightforward to describe an ETR formula for it.

Smoothed analysis: In smoothed analysis, the perfor-

mance of an algorithm is studied for worst case input which is

randomly perturbed by a magnitude of δ. Intuitively, smoothed

analysis interpolates between average case and worst case

analysis (Figure 2). The smaller δ, the closer we are to

true worst case input. Correspondingly larger δ is closer to

the average case analysis. The key difficulty in applying

smoothed analysis is that one has to argue about both worst

case and average case input. Spielman and Teng explain their

analysis by applying it to the simplex algorithm, which was

known for a particularly good performance in practice that

was seemingly impossible to verify theoretically [24]. Since

the introduction of smoothed analysis, it has been applied to

numerous problems [25], [26], [27], [28], [29]. Most relevant

for us is the smoothed analysis of the art gallery problem [8]

and of order types [30], which we generalize in the full

version [22].

Formally we define smoothed analysis as follows: let us fix

an algorithm A and some δ ∈ [0, 1], which describes the mag-
nitude of perturbation. We denote by I = (a, b) ∈ [0, 1]n×Zm

the input of A. We scale the real-valued input to lie in [0, 1],
to normalize δ. Unless explicitly stated, we assume that each

real number is perturbed independently uniformly at random
and that the integers stay as they are, since we assume that

they already fit into main memory. We denote by (Ωδ , μδ) the

probability space where each x ∈ Ωδ defines for each instance

I a new ‘perturbed’ instance Ix = (a + x, b). We denote

by C(Ix) the cost of instance Ix. Traditionally in smoothed

analysis, this cost is the runtime required for an algorithm in

order to compute its solution but in this paper we consider the

input-precision and the bit-precision as the cost functions. The

expected cost of instance I equals:

Cδ(I, A) = E
x∈Ωδ

[C(Ix)] =
∫
Ωδ

C(Ix)μδ(x) dx.

We denote by Λn,m the set of all instances of size n + m
(where we implicitly assume that for all integer values bi,
bit(bi) ≤ log m), the smoothed input-precision equals:

Csmooth(δ, n,A) = max
I∈Λn,m

Cδ(I, A).

This definition formalizes the intuition mentioned before:

not only do we require that the majority of instances behave

nicely, but actually in every neighborhood (bounded by the

maximal perturbation δ) the majority of instances must behave

nicely. Following [31], [7] we perceive an algorithm to run

in polynomial cost in practice, if the smoothed cost of the

algorithm is polynomial in the input size n and in 1/δ. If

the smoothed cost is small in terms of 1/δ then we have

a theoretical verification of the hypothesis that worst case

examples are sparse. We defined the input-precision of an

algorithm A with input I as the minimal word size required

for the correct execution of the algorithm on a word RAM. To

model possible disparities between real RAM and word RAM

execution we define an operation called snapping in the next

paragraph.

Snapping: Our real-valued input can be represented as a

higher-dimensional point a ∈ [0, 1]n. If we want to express

a with only w bits, then the corresponding integer-valued

input a′ with limited precision is the closest point to a in the

scaled integer lattice Γω = ωZd with ω = 2−w. We call the

transformation of a into a′ snapping. We give a lower bound

on the scale factor ω for which (a, b) ∼=A (a′, b). This implies

an upper bound on the input-precision of A. The algorithms

that we study under this snapping operation are algorithms

relevant to the complexity class ∃R, which we discuss next.

The Existential Theory of the Reals: It is often easy to

describe a potential witness to an NP-hard problem, but the

input-precision required to verify the witness is unknown. A

concrete example is the recognition of segment intersection

graphs: given a graph, can we represent it as the intersection

graph of segments? Matoušek [32] comments on this as

follows:

Serious people seriously conjectured that the number of
digits can be polynomially bounded—but it cannot.

Indeed, there are examples which require an exponential

word size in any numerical representation. This exponential bit
phenomenon occurs not only for segment intersection graphs,

but also for many other natural algorithmic problems [33],

[34], [35], [36], [37], [38], [39], [40], [41], [42], [43], [44],

[45], [46], [47], [48], [49], [50], [51], [52], [53], [54]. It turns

out that all of those algorithmic problems do not accidentally

require exponential input-precision, but are closely linked, as

they are all complete for a certain complexity class called ∃R.

Thus either all of those problems belong to NP, or none of

them do. Using our results on smoothed analysis, we show that

for many ∃R-hard problems the exponential input-precision

phenomenon only occurs for near-degenerate input.
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Fig. 4. Left: given a set of segments g, algorithm A constructs segment intersection graph c = A(g). Right: given a graph c′, algorithm RA searches for a
set of segments g′ such that A(g′) = c′.

The complexity class ∃R can be defined as the set of

decision problems that are polynomial-time equivalent to

deciding if a formula of the Existential Theory of the Re-
als (ETR) is true or not. An ETR formula has the form:

Ψ = ∃x1, . . . , xn Φ(x1, . . . , xn), where Φ is a well-

formed sentence over the alphabet Σ = {0, 1, x1, . . . ,+, ·,=
,≤, <,∧,∨,¬}. More specifically, Φ is quantifier-free and

x1, . . . , xn are all variables of Φ. We say Ψ is true if there

are real numbers x1, . . . , xn ∈ R such that Φ(x1, . . . , xn) is

true.

II. ALGORITHMIC MEMBERSHIP IN ER

The complexity class ∃R is often called a “real analogue”

of NP, because it deals with real-valued variables instead

of Boolean variables. This is because the real-valued ETR

problem plays a role which is analogous to SAT when it comes

to hardness and membership. However, the most common way

to think about NP-membership is in terms of certificates and

verification algorithms.

The seminal theorem of Cook and Levin shows the equivalence

of the two perspectives on NP-membership [55], [56]. We

show a similar equivalence between ETR-formulas and real
verification algorithms. Intuitively, a real verification algo-

rithm is an algorithm that runs on the real RAM that accepts

as input both an integer instance I and a witness, and verifies

that the witness describes a valid solution to the instance in

polynomial-time.

Formally we say a discrete decision problem is any function

Q from arbitrary integer vectors to the booleans {TRUE,
FALSE}. An integer vector I is called a yes-instance of Q
if Q(I) = TRUE and a no-instance of Q if Q(I) = FALSE.

Let ◦ denote the concatenation operator. A real verification
algorithm for Q is formally defined as a real RAM algorithm

A that satisfies the following conditions, for some constant

c ≥ 1: (1) A halts after at most N c time steps given any input

of total length N where each value uses word size c log2 N�.
(2) For every yes-instance I ∈ Zn, there is a real vector x and

an integer vector z, each of length at most nc, such that A
accepts input (x, I ◦ z) and (3) for every no-instance I , for

every real vector x and every integer vector z, A rejects input

(x, I ◦ z). A certificate (or witness) for yes-instance I is any

vector pair (x, z) such that A accepts (x, I ◦ z). We show the

following theorem:

Theorem II.1. For any discrete decision problem Q, there is
a real verification algorithm for Q ⇔ Q ∈ ∃R.

Our proof in the full version closely follows classical

simulation arguments reducing nondeterministic polynomial-

time (integer) random access machines to polynomial-size

circuits or Boolean formulas, either directly [57] or via nonde-

terministic polynomial-time Turing machines [58], [21], [59],

[56]. We wish to state that the analysis in the full version is

broad enough to support the square root operator in the real

RAM.

The complexity class ∃R is known to be equivalent to the

discrete portion of the Blum-Shub-Smale complexity class

NP 0
R

—real sequences that can be accepted in polynomial-

time by a non-deterministic BSS machine without constants,

and the equivalence of BSS machines without constants and

ETR formulas is already well-known [16], [17]. However

as we explained in the introduction, the BSS-machine does

not directly support the integer computations necessary for

common standard programming paradigms such as indirect

memory access and multidimensional arrays. The real RAM

model originally proposed by Shamos [14], [15] does support

indirect memory access through integer addresses; however,

Shamos did not offer a precise definition of his model, and

we are not aware of any published definition precise enough

to support our simulation result. We rectify this gap with our

precise definition of the real RAM. Our proposal generalizes

both the word RAM and BSS models, we believe it formal-

izes the intuitive model implicitly assumed by computational

geometers.

Theorem 2.1 ( [22]) not only strengthens the intuitive

analogy between NP and ∃R, but also enables much simpler

proofs of ∃R-membership in terms of standard geometric

algorithms. Our motivation for developing Theorem 2.1 was

Erickson’s optimal curve straightening problem [41]: Given a

closed curve γ in the plane and an integer k, is any k-vertex

polygon topologically equivalent to γ? (See Figure 3.) The

∃R-hardness of this problem follows from an easy reduction

from stretchability of pseudolines, but reducing it directly to

ETR proved much more complex; in light of Theorem 2.1,

membership in ∃R follows almost immediately from the stan-

dard Bentley-Ottman sweep-line algorithm [60]. The theorem

also applies to geometric packing problems [35], where the

input is a set of geometric objects and a container and the

output is a pairwise disjoint placement of the objects in the

container. Its real verification algorithm is straightforward. To

further illustrate the power of our technique, we also consider

a new topological problem in the full version [22], which we

call optimal unknotted extension.
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Optimal unknotted extension: Given a simple polygonal

path P in R3 and an integer k, can we extend P to an

unknotted closed polygon with at most k additional vertices?

In light of Theorem II.1, the proof that this problem is in ∃R
is straightforward: To verify a positive instance, guess the k
new vertices and verify that the resulting polygon is unknotted

using existing NP algorithms [61], [62].

Corollary II.2. The following discrete decision problems are
in ∃R: The art gallery problem [34], the optimal curve
straightening problem [41], geometric packing and, the op-
timal unknotted extension problem.

III. SMOOTHED ANALYSIS OF RECOGNITION PROBLEMS

In computational geometry, we study many different ge-

ometric objects like point sets, polytopes, disks, balls, line-

arrangements, segments, and rays. Many algorithms only use

combinatorial properties of the underlying geometry. A recent

impressive example is the EPTAS for the clique problem on

disk intersection graphs by Bonamy et al. [63]. In the paper
they first derive a set of properties for disk intersection graphs

and then they use only those properties to find a new EPTAS.

Suppose that a geometric problem can be solved using only

precomputed combinatorial properties. Then given the com-

binatorial structure, we do not need real RAM computations!

The crux for this approach is that we first need a family of

properties that describe all geometric objects of a certain type.

This is the motivation for recognition problems.

Formally (Figure 4), we say A is a recognition verification
algorithm if it takes some real-valued geometric input g ∈
[0, 1]n and outputs a combinatorial object A(g) = c ∈ Zm

with m polynomial in n. We define a recognition problem
as a discrete decision problem RA that takes a combinatorial

object c as input, and returns TRUE if there exists a vector

g ∈ [0, 1]n (which we shall call a witness) for which A(g) = c.
For notational convenience, we denote for a given c by RA(c)
an arbitrary witness of c (as in the smoothed analysis that is

to come, we consider the worst choice over all witnesses for

c).

Defining smoothed analysis on recognition problems:
Traditionally in smoothed analysis one perturbs the input of

an algorithm and measures the expected cost of executing

the algorithm with the new input. The real-valued geometric

input g offers a straightforward way to perturb it by taking

for each gi ∈ [0, 1] a random offset xi ∈ [−δ
2 , δ

2 ] uniformly

at random. It is not as easy to define a perturbation on

the combinatorial (discrete) input that a recognition problem

requires. This is why we define the perturbation in terms of

the geometric witness: given any input and witness (c, g),
we slightly perturb the witness g to a new geometric object

gx = g + x and reconstruct the corresponding combinatorial

input cx (Figure 5). A probability distribution over possible

output gx implies a probability distribution over all input cx.

We want for an instance c of RA find a witness g of bounded

bit-length. Therefore, our definition is formulated in terms of

the input-precision of A:

bitδ(g,A) := E
x∈Ωδ

[bitIN (g + x,A)]

bitδ(c, RA) := E
x∈Ωδ

[bitIN (gx, A) | gx = RA(c) + x] .

Next, we define the smoothed precision. We denote by Λm

the set of all combinatorial instances c of size m:

bitsmooth(δ, n,A) = max
g∈[0,1]n

bitδ(g,A)

bitsmooth(δ,m,RA) = max
c∈Λm

bitδ(c, RA).

Now, we are ready to state our main theorem about smoothed

analysis of recognition verification algorithms.

Theorem III.1. Let A be a polynomial-time recognition veri-
fication algorithm with arithmetic degree Δ and algebraic di-
mension d. Under perturbations of g ∈ [0, 1]n by x ∈ [

δ
2 ,

δ
2

]n
chosen uniformly at random, the algorithm A has a smooth
input-precision of at most:

bitsmooth(δ, n,A) = O

(
d log

dΔn

δ

)
.

The core idea of this proof (presented at the end of this section

and illustrated by Figure 6) is to consider the recognition

verification algorithm A with perturbed input gx = g + x,

where g is an arbitrary value in [0, 1]n and x is a small

perturbation chosen uniformly at random in
[−δ

2 , δ
2

]n
. We

model the perturbed input gx as a high-dimensional point

which we snap to a fine grid to obtain g′ (input which can

be described using bounded precision). We then show that for

any algorithm A that meets our prerequisites, bitIN (gx, A)
is low with high probability. For the snapping we consider

a sufficiently small ω and we snap the point gx to a point

in ωZn. The Voronoi diagram of the points in ωZn forms

a fine grid in [0, 1]n. As we explained in the introduction,

the content of a real RAM register for a specific comparison

instruction is per assumption the quotient of two polynomials

whose variables depend on the input. The core argument is that

if the point gx lies in a Voronoi cell of a point with limited

word size which does not intersect the variety of either of

the two polynomials, then the comparison instruction will be

computed correctly. We upper bound the proportion of Voronoi

cells that are intersected by the variety of a polynomial in

Theorem III.4.

For the algebraic proof of Theorem III.4 we refer to the full

version. Since A is a polynomial-time algorithm, it performs

at most a polynomial number of comparison instructions. The

union bound over all instructions upper bounds the chance that

the execution of A differs for the input g′ and gx. The union

bound will show that with high probability, for any perturbed

input gx, bitIN (gx, A) is low. We conclude our proof of

Theorem III.1 in Section 7 of the full version where we

transform that statement into an expected value. Theorem III.1

implies a result of smoothed analysis of recognition problems:
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witness g

x ∈ Ωδ

input c

A

A

input cx

input cx′

x′ ∈ Ωδ

Fig. 5. We define a perturbation on a combinatorial structure c through a witness g. A distribution of witnesses defines a distribution of discrete structures.

Theorem III.2. Let RA be a recognition problem with
recognition verification algorithm A. If A is a polynomial-
time algorithm with constant arithmetic degree and algebraic
dimension then

bitsmooth(δ,m,RA) = O(log(m/δ)).

Proof. This can be shown simply by using the definition and

the result of Theorem III.1.

bitsmooth(δ,m,RA) =

max
c∈Λm

E
x∈Ωδ

[bitIN (gx, A) | gx = RA(c) + x] =

max
g:A(g)∈Λm

E
x∈Ωδ

[bitIN (gx, A) | gx = g + x]

By definition of a recognition verification algorithm, if c =
A(g) has size m then g has size n = Θ(mconst) for some

fixed constant const > 0. Thus Theorem III.1 implies:

bitsmooth(δ,m,RA) ≤ max
g∈[0,1]n

bitδ(g,A)

= bitsmooth(δ, n,A)

= O(log(n/δ)) = O(log(mconst/δ))

= O(log(m/δ)).

Corollary III.3. The following recognition problems under
uniform perturbations of the witness of magnitude δ have
a smoothed bit-precision of O(log n/δ): recognition of re-
alizable order types [30], disk intersection graphs, segment
intersection graphs, ray intersection graphs and the Steinitz
Problem in fixed dimension.

Limitations: We want to point out that we cannot handle

all recognition problems. First, not all recognition verification

algorithms meet the conditions of Theorem III.1. For example,

consider the case that the problem deals with unbounded

dimension. We still get some bounds on the input-precision

but they may be less desirable. A concrete example is the

recognition of ball intersection graphs, where the dimension

of the ball is part of the input. Second, perturbing a witness

may not be sensible. It does not mean that our theorems do

not apply in a mathematical sense, but rather that in reality

the result may be less desirable. For example, this limitation

applies to problems that rely on degeneracies in one way

or another. A concrete example is the point visibility graph

recognition problem. Given a set of points P , we define

a graph by making two points p, q ∈ P adjacent if line

segment pq contains no other point of P . This in turn defines

a recognition problem where we are given a visibility graph

G and we look for a point set PG that realizes this visibility

graph. If we perturb the real-valued witness PG then with

probability 1 there are no three collinear points. Thus, the

point visibility graph will always be a clique.
Preliminaries for proving Theorem III.1: Per definition,

the word RAM has a word size w which allows us to express

2w = 1
ω different values for each coordinate. We consider

the recognition verification algorithm A with real-valued input

g ∈ [0, 1]n. Since A runs in polynomial-time it can make

at most a polynomial number of comparison operations. At

every such binary decision the algorithm looks at a real- or

integer-value register and verifies if the value at the register

is 0 or strictly greater than 0. For every real-valued register,

per assumption the value at that register is the result of two d-

variate polynomials pi and qi with maximum degree Δ whose

variables depend only on the values in the input register. Let

z be the d-dimensional vector of input variables in g that pi
and gi depend on.

The evaluation of pi(z)/qi(z) depends on the evaluation of

the polynomials pi(z) and qi(z). During smoothed analysis

we perturb our input g into new input gx = (g + x) with x a

value chosen uniformly at random in [−δ
2 , δ

2 ]
m. Thereafter, we

snap gx to g′ and we are interested in the probability that the

execution of A under both inputs (gx and g′x ) is the same, ergo

the chance that for all comparison operations, the algorithms

give the same answer.

Fix a vector z = (z1, . . . , zd) ∈ Zd with integer coordinates.

We denote by Cz the unit (hyper)cube, which has z as its

minimal corner: Cz := [0, 1]d + z. We denote by C(d, k) :=
{Cz | z ∈ Zd ∩ [0, k)d} a (k× k× . . .× k)-grid of unit cubes

that cover [0, k]d. Let C = [0, k]d be a cube partitioned by

unit cubes C(d, k). Every facet of C intuitively is a grid of

(d-1)-dimensional cubes C(d−1, k). We argue about varieties

that intersect cubes in C(d, k) by induction on the dimension.

To that end, we define an equivalence relation. Let C be

a d-dimensional cube, partitioned by d-dimensional cubes of

equal width. We say C is equivalent to C(d, k), denoted by

C ∼= C(d, k), if there exists an affine transformation τ of C
such that there is a one-to-one correspondence between cubes

in τ(C) and C(d, k) where corresponding cubes coincide.
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�

δ

ω

Fig. 6. Given g = (g1, g2) ∈ [0, 1]2, we want to decide if the point g (in orange) lies above or below the line � (y = x/2+ 1). If g is perturbed slightly to
a point gx, low precision is usually sufficient.

We give to examples of this equivalence relation that is

often used in the remainder of the paper: (1) Consider any d, k
and any (d − 1)-dimensional, orthogonal hyperplane H that

intersects a d-dimensional cube C(d, k) we have that C(d, k)∩
H ∼= C(d − 1, k). (2) Consider the d-dimensional grid Γω

as defined for the snapping operation, and a cube C which

has one corner on the origin and width kω. The intersection

C ∩Γω is equivalent to C(d, k). Using these definitions and a

well-known algebraic theorem by Milnor [64] we obtain the

following result:

Theorem III.4 (Hitting Cubes). Let p �= 0 be a d-variate
polynomial with maximum degree Δ and let k ≥ 2Δ + 2.
Then the polynomial p intersects at most kd−1Δ3d(d + 1)!
unit cubes in C(d, k).

Proving Theorem III.1: For the smoothed analysis, we

snap our perturbed real-valued input gx = (g+x) onto a point

with limited precision g′, the closest point in ωZd ∩ [0, 1]d.

Ergo, for all y ∈ ωZd, all points in the Voronoi cell of y are

snapped to y. The Voronoi cells of all these cells (apart from

those belonging to grid points on the boundary of [0, 1]d) are

just d-dimensional cubes and we shall denote a cube centered

at y by C(y). We denote Γω = {C(y) : y ∈ ωZd ∩ [0, 1]d} ∼=
C(d, 1/ω).

The perturbed point gx must lie within some cube C(y) in

Γω . However the choice of original g and δ limits the cubes in

Γω where gx can lie in. Specifically (Figure 7) the range R of

possible locations for gx is a cube of width δ centered around

g. The boundary of this range cube R likely does not align

with the boundaries of grid cells in Γw. Therefore we make a

distinction between two types of cells: the range cube R must

contain a cube of cells which is equivalent to C(d, �δ/ω�) and

this sub-cube of R we shall denote by Γω(g). All others cells

which are intersected by R but not contained in Γω(g) we call

the perimiter cells. We can use this observation together with

Theorem III.4 to estimate the probability that sign(p(gx)) �=
sign(p(g′)):

Lemma III.5. Let p, q be two d-variate polynomials with
maximum degree Δ. Let g ∈ Rd be fixed and x ∈ Ω =
[−δ/2, δ/2]d chosen uniformly at random. Assume gx = g+x

is snapped to a point g′ ∈ ωZd ∩ [0, 1]d. Then sign
(

p(gx)
q(gx)

)
�=

sign
(

p(g′)
q(g′)

)
with probability at most:

(4ωΔ3d(d+ 1)!)/δ.

Proof. It suffices to show that sign(p(gx)) �= sign(p(g′)) with

probability at most:

2ωΔ3d(d+ 1)!

δ
.

The statement for q is equivalent and the union bound on these

separate probabilities then upper bounds probability that their

division does not have the same sign. For any polynomial p
and points x, z ∈ Rd with p(x) < 0 and p(z) > 0, there must

be a point y ∈ line(x, z) for which p(y) = 0. It follows that if

a cube C ∈ Γω does not intersect the variety of p, all points

in C either have a positive or negative evaluation under p. Let

g′ be the closest point to gx in ωZ ∩ [0, 1]d and let C(g′) be

its Voronoi cell. If C(g′) does not intersect the variety of p
then sign(p(gx)) = sign(p(g′)). Therefore we are interested

in the probability that gx is contained in a Voronoi cell that is

intersected by the variety of p.

As we discussed, the set of possible locations of gx is a

cube which contains Γω(g) ∼= C(d, �δ/ω�) together with a

collection of perimeter cells.

We upper bound the probability that gx lies within a cell

that is intersected by p in two steps: (1) We upper bound the

number of perimeter cells and make the worst case assumption

that they are all intersect by the variety of p. (2) We upper

bound the number of cells of Γω(g) that intersect the variety

of p. These two numbers, divided by the total number of cells

in Γω(g) gives the upper bound we are looking for. Note that

the width of Γω(g) is equal to k = � δ
ω � and that the perimeter

of Γω(g) contains 2d·kd−1 cells. Theorem III.4 gives an upper

bound on the number of intersected cubes in C(d, k) of:

kd−1Δ3d(d+ 1)! ≤
⌊
δ

ω

⌋d−1

Δ3d(d+ 1)!

There are k = �δ/ω�d cubes in Γω(a). If we denote by E the

event that sign(p(gx)) �= sign(p(g′)), it follows that:

Pr (E) ≤ (� δ
ω �)d−1Δ3d(d+ 1)! + 2d(� δ

ω �)d−1

�δ/ω�d

Pr (E) ≤ 2ωΔ3d(d+ 1)!

δ

Using this, in conjunction with the union bound finishes the

proof.
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ω

δ
R

Γw

Γw(g) ∼= C(2, 4) Perimeter cells

Fig. 7. We depict the range R of width δ around a point g. The block of green cells in Γw(g) and the remaining cells that are intersected by R are the
perimeter cells.

Lemma III.5 upper bounds the probability that snapping the

perturbed input gx changes a single real-valued comparison in

A. We can use the union bound to upper bound the probability

that for the whole algorithm, any real-valued comparison for

gx and g′ is different:

Lemma III.6 (Snapping). Let g ∈ [0, 1]n be the input of an
algorithm A that makes T (n) real RAM comparison opera-
tions. Let x be a perturbation chosen uniformly at random in
[−δ/2, δ/2]n and let gx = g + x be a perturbed instance of
the input. For all ε ∈ [0, 1], if gx is snapped to a grid of width

ω ≤ εδ

3d(d+ 1)!Δ4T (n)
,

Then the algorithm A makes for gx and g′ the same decision
at each comparison instruction with probability at least 1−ε.

Proof. By Ei for i ∈ [T (n)], we denote the event that in the

i’th algorithm step the inputs gx and g′ get a different outcome.

Lemma III.5 upper bounds the probability of Ei occuring by:

Pr(Ei) ≤ 4ωΔ3d(d+ 1)!

δ
.

The probability that gx and g′ are not equivalent is equal

to the probability that for at least one event Ei, the event

occurs. In other words if we denote by E the event that

gx and g′ are not equivalent then:

Pr(E) = Pr
(
∪T (n)
i=1 Ei

)
≤ T (n) · 4ωΔ3d(d+ 1)/δ.

In the antecedent, Pr(gx and g′ not equivalent) < ε is im-

plied by T (n) · 4ωΔ3d(d+1)
δ < ε.

Finally to bound the expected input-precision of A, we apply

a folklore lemma about swapping the order of integration [65].

We refer to the full version for details. We wish to note that

Theorem III.1 only bounds the input-precision of the real-

valued input of a recognition verification algorithm A and

not the word size needed to store any intermediate results.

Lemma I.1 shows then the smoothed bit-precision can be upper

bound through the smoothed input-precision if the algebraic

dimension and arithmetic degree of A are constant. Through

linearity of expectation we obtain that the smoothed bit-

precision is upper bound by: O(bitsmooth(δ, n,A)).

IV. SMOOTHED ANALYSIS OF RESOURCE AUGMENTATION

The predominant approach to find decent solutions for

hard optimization problems is to compute an approximation.

An alternative approach is resource augmentation, where

you consider an optimal solution subject to slightly weaker

problem constraints. This alternative approach has received

considerably less attention in theoretical computer science.

We want to emphasize that resource augmentation algorithms

find a solution which does not compromise the optimality, in

the sense that it gives the optimal solution to the augmented

problem. Using smoothed analysis, we argue that in practice

some ∃R-complete optimization problems have an optimal

solution that can be represented with a logarithmic word size

by applying smoothed analysis to the augmentation parameter.

The proofs are deferred to the full version [22].

For the art gallery problem, Dobbins, Holmsen and Milt-

zow [8] showed that augmenting the polygon by so-called

edge-inflations, guarding will become easier. This leads to

small expected input-precision under smoothed analysis. Their

proof consists of a problem specific part and a calculation of

probabilities and expectations. We generalize their idea to a

widely applicable framework for smoothed analysis.

Definition: Let us fix an algorithmic optimization prob-

lem P with real verification algorithm A. For it to be a

resource-augmentation problem, we require three specific con-

ditions: First, each input consists of an I ∈ [0, 1]n × Zm

together with an augmentation-parameter α ∈ [0, 1]. Secondly,

we assume that there is an implicitly defined solution space
χI [α] = χ[α] where each element in χ[α] is considered a

solution for the problem P (with input I and augmented

by α) which does not have to be optimal. For example, in

the art gallery problem I is the real-valued vertices of a

simple polygon and an augmentation can be an inflation of the

polygon by α (see [8]). The set χI [α] is the set of all guard

placements which guard the inflated polygon. Thirdly, we

assume that there exists an evaluation function f : χ[α]→ N.

The aim is to find a solution x∗ ∈ χ[α] for which f(x∗) is the

maximum or minimum denoted by opt(χ[α]). For notational

convenience, we assume that P is a maximization problem.

Smoothed analysis of resource augmentation: For any x,

we intuitively consider the minimal word size required for

each coordinate in x such that the verification algorithm A of

P can verify if x ∈ χI [α] on the word RAM. We denote by

bit(χI [α]) = min{bitIN (x,A) | f(x) = opt(χI [α]), x ∈
χI [α]} the minimal precision needed to express an optimal
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Fig. 8. We augment the container from left to right. This extra space can lead to a better solution. If the optimal solution does not change, the extra space
allows for a solution with low input-precision.

solution in the solution space χI [α]. For the smoothed analysis

of resource augmentation, we choose α uniform at random

between [0, δ] (since we assume that a negative augmentation

is not well-defined). Just as in the previous section, we first

define the expected cost of a given input: bitδ(I, P ) =
E

α∈Ωδ

[bit(χI [α])] and the smoothed cost:

bitsmooth(δ, n,m, P ) = max
I∈[0,1]n×Zm

bitδ(I, P ).

In this paper, we study resource augmentation problems with

three additional but natural properties:

• The monotonous property, which states that for all inputs

I , for all α, α′ ∈ [0, 1] if α ≤ α′ then χI [α] ⊆ χI [α
′].

Note that this property implies that in a more augmented

version of the problem, the optimum is at least as good.

• The moderate property requires that for all inputs, there

are at most nO(1) breakpoints. Where a breakpoint is

defined as an α ∈ [0, 1] such that ∀ε > 0, opt(χI [α −
ε]) �= opt(χI [α+ ε]).

• The smoothable property requires that for all x optimal

in χI [α] and for all ε > 0, there is an x′ ∈ χI [α + ε]
with input-precision with respect to its real verification

algorithm of ≤ c log(n/ε), for some c ∈ N, and

f(x) ≤ f(x′). Ergo, given some x we can increase

the augmentation parameter by ε, to obtain an equally

good solution x′ ∈ χI [α + ε]. Furthermore, x′ has low

input-precision. Note that x′ is not necessarily optimal

for χI [α+ ε].

We apply smoothed analysis to resource-augmentation prob-

lems with these three properties by choosing uniformly at

random the augmentation α ∈ [0, δ]. In the full version [22]

we prove the following theorem:

Theorem IV.1. Let P be a resource augmentation problem
that is monotonous, moderate and smoothable and m ≤ O(nc)
then bitsmooth(δ, n,m, P ) is upper bounded by O(log(n/δ)).

Implications of Theorem IV.1: To illustrate the appli-

cability of our findings, we give the following two corro-

laries. The first result was already shown in [8]. The art

gallery problem has been shown to be ∃R-complete [34],

and currently ∃R-completeness of the packing problems is

in preparation [35]. Our results imply that apart from near-

degenerate conditions the solutions to these problems have

logarithmic input-precision.

Corollary IV.2. Under perturbations of the augmentation of
magnitude δ, the following problems have an optimal solution
with an expected input-precision of O(log(n/δ)):

• the art gallery problem under perturbation of edge infla-
tion [8].

• packing polygonal objects into a square container under
perturbation of the container width.

V. CONCLUSION

In Section II we strengthened the intuitive analogy be-

tween NP and ∃R by showing that for both of them mem-

bership is equivalent to the existence of a polynomial-time

verification algorithm in their respective RAM. It is well-

known that NP ⊆ ∃R, but it is unknown if the two complexity

classes are the same. The gap between the two complexity

classes could be formed by inputs for ∃R-complete problems,

for which the witness cannot (to the best of our knowledge)

be represented using polynomial input-precision. In Sections 3

and 4 of the full version, we show that for a wide class of

∃R-complete problems that have such an “exponential input-

precision phenomenon” their witness can, under smoothed

analysis, be presented using logarithmic input-precision. Thus,

the gap between ∃R and NP (if it exists) is formed by near-

degenerate input.
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